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Abstract: Early stage infections caused by fungal/oomycete spores may not be
detected until signs or symptoms develop. Serological and molecular
techniques are currently used for detecting these pathogens. Next-generation
sequencing (NGS) has potential as a diagnostic tool, due to the capacity to
target multiple unique signature loci of pathogens in an infected plant
metagenome. NGS has significant potential for diagnosis of important
eukaryotic plant pathogens. However, the assembly and analysis of huge
amounts of sequence is laborious, time consuming, and not necessary for
diagnostic purposes. Previous work demonstrated that a bioinformatic tool
termed Electronic probe Diagnostic Nucleic acid Analysis (EDNA) had
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potential for greatly simplifying detecting fungal and oomycete plant pathogens
in simulated metagenomes. The initial study demonstrated limitations for
detection accuracy related to the analysis of matches between queries and
metagenome reads. This study is a modification of EDNA demonstrating a
better accuracy for detecting fungal and oomycete plant pathogens.
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1

Introduction

Plant pathogen and pest dispersal into alien ecosystems has significant economic,
ecological and evolutionary consequences. These introductions have the potential of
being irreversible in the structure and functions of specific ecosystems, principally
agricultural ecosystems (Castello et al., 1995; Enserink, 1999; Everett, 2000). Plants lack
immune systems, and post infection therapies are limited, expensive and frequently
unfriendly to the environment. Hence, the development of rapid and accurate diagnostic
methods for plant pathogens is crucial for the implementation of trading regulations. New
method development is crucial for high impact pathogens, while evaluation of new
methods on model systems can demonstrate the application of the newly developed
methods to a broader range of pathogens. This is particularly true for fungal and
oomycete plant pathogens, which are the most common and highest impact pathogens of
crops (Strange, and Scott, 2005). In addition, diagnostics for fungal and oomycete plant
pathogens are often complicated by the need to distinguish either fungal or oomycete
pathogen from the eukaryotic host background, compounded by the rarity of pathogen
genome sequence availability.
Diagnostic tools for the presence of oomycete and fungal plant pathogens exist but
they are limited in their scope and versatility. The most frequently used plant pathogen
technologies are either antibody based assays, such as ELISA, or nucleic acid detection
assays, such as the many variations of PCR. These systems are useful in specific cases
where the goal is detection of one or a few well characterised pathogens. However, these
assays are completely dependent on the availability of sequence information or antibody
reagents, and the multiplex capacity of these assays is limited. The recent development of
new nucleic acid sequencing technologies has allowed the development of innovative
approaches to detect plant pathogens. Next generation sequencing (NGS) is a relatively
recent technology that generates large amounts of sequence data from a given sample
(Ronaghi, 2001). The productivity of NGS technology far exceeds that of traditional
Sanger sequencing (Magi et al., 2010), enabling the field of metagenomics, which
generates a sequencing profile that represents any and all organisms present within the
sample (Jones, 2010; Tyson et al., 2004). A metagenomic approach has already been
used to detect previously unknown pathogens in a variety of organisms, including
mammals, insects, and plants (Adams et al., 2009; Cox-Foster et al., 2007; Palacios et al.,
2008).
The major advantage in NGS metagenomic approaches to pathogen discovery and
detection is the sheer volume of sequence information available for analysis. However,
this strength also is as a limitation of these approaches, as data handling becomes
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cumbersome. The typical metagenomics approach involves NGS via a single or multiple
platforms followed by sequence filtering, assembly and BLAST comparison to a
database such as Genbank (Huson et al., 2011; Segata et al., 2012). This process is
laborious and time consuming, requiring significant computing resources. Data
management problems will only become worse as inevitably sequencing becomes more
processive and reference sequence databases grow larger.
One approach to dealing with the limitations of metagenomic based diagnostics is
called Electronic-probe Diagnostic Nucleic acid Analysis, or EDNA (Stobbe et al.,
2013). EDNA limits post-sequencing manipulation of data, completely removing
assembly. In addition, the NGS data is queried by a limited number of signature
sequences or electronic probes (e-probes), rather than comparing the entire sequence data
set against a comprehensive database. The original intent for developing EDNA was to
create a single manageable tool by which NGS could be used for the detection of any
plant pathogen: virus, prokaryote or eukaryote. EDNA was successful in achieving its
goal when tested using simulated metagenomes (Stobbe et al., 2013). However, while the
data demonstrated that a one-size-fits-all bioinformatic approach may work, such an
approach may not be ideal or appropriate for dealing with such diverse classes of
pathogens. In addition, the limited number of simulated databases analysed made it
difficult to do accurate projections of efficiency for any particular class of pathogens. The
objective of this study was to optimise the EDNA bioinformatic tool for the analysis of
metagenomic data from plants infected by fungi and/or oomycetes.

2

Materials and methods

2.1 Generation of Mock Sample Sequencing Databases (MSSDs)
The development of E-probe Diagnostic Nucleic acid Analysis (EDNA) as a diagnostic
tool required prior in silico assessment (Figure 1). Mock sample sequence databases
(MSSDs) representing simulated metagenomes were generated using three high impact
fungal and oomycete plant pathogens as previously described (Stobbe et al., 2013).
Puccinia graminis f. sp. tritici (Fungi, Pucciniomycetes) is the causal agent of wheat
stem rust, a disease severely affecting wheat, but can also affect rye, barley and oats.
Phakopsora pachyrhizi (Fungi, Pucciniomycetes) is an obligate plant pathogen and the
causal agent of Soybean rust. Phytophthora ramorum (Chromalveolata, Oomycetes) is
the causal agent of Sudden Oak Death disease (SOD) and Ramorum blight, and Pythium
ultimum (Chromalveolata, Oomycetes) is the causal agent of damping off and root rots in
a broad range of hosts (Levesque et al., 2010). This assessment included MSSDs
constructed with different pathogen-read ratios (Table 2), created by a metagenomics
simulator called Metasim (Richter et al., 2008). Different pathogen/host ratios were used
to evaluate the sensitivity of the technique using BLAST+ and e-probes.
The genomes of P. ultimum (Levesque et al., 2010), P. ramorum (Tyler et al., 2006)
and P. graminis (Puccinia Group Sequencing, 2012) were used for making MSSDs,
while EST libraries were used for P. pachyrhizi databases. The background host genome
was grapevine (Vitis vinifera) (Velasco et al., 2007). This plant host was selected because
the public grapevine genome has 12x coverage and most of it has been annotated, which
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facilitates further bioinformatics and statistical analysis. One hundred replicates were
done of every MSSD. The variable parameter in MSSDs was pathogen read abundance
(Table 2). Pathogen read abundance included four different abundances (high, medium,
low and very low). The background read abundance was dependent on the pathogen read
abundance and the total number of reads, which were limited to 10,000 per MSSD for the
assessment in silico (Table 2).

2.2 E-Probe design
E-probe design at the species level required two genomes (Table 2), the target genome
and a near neighbour genome. The target genome acted as a template to generate
e-probes and the near neighbour helped to eliminate redundant genome regions in the
target genome. Both, the elimination of redundant genome regions and the e-probe
development were performed by a tool implemented to design pathogen diagnostic
fingerprints termed Tool for Oligonucleotide Fingerprint identification (TOFI) (Vijaya
Satya et al., 2008). The identification tool was originally built in Perl language for use
with both high-performance computing (HPC) and/or personal computers. It included
various versions: TOFI alpha was the first version of the program and it is a personal
computer version (Tembe et al., 2007); TOFI beta that included several optimisations and
significantly reduced the overall execution time of the pipeline (Vijaya Satya et al.,
2008); and a final version that included the parallel implementation for HPC (Ravi
Vijaya, 2009).
EDNA modified TOFI’s pipeline by eliminating the UNAFold stage that involved
microarray probe selection based on melting temperatures, and two-state folding or
hybridisation calculations. Instead, e-probes with varying lengths (40, 60, 80, 100, 120,
140, 160, 180 and 200 nt) were developed when comparing the target genome (pathogen
genome) against the near neighbour genome (Table 1). TOFI takes advantage of SNP
finding to select non-redundant areas of the target genome to develop the unique
e-probes. In certain NGS platforms errors are created when DNA contains
homopolymeric regions with a length greater than 5-6 nt (Ronaghi, 2001). To make these
errors irrelevant while using EDNA, sequence regions with homopolymers were
eliminated from the target genome sequence before it was processed by the modified
TOFI. Therefore, e-probes lacked homopolymers.
All the e-probe databases were curated so that e-probes resulting in false positives or
were redundant with public genomic data from other organisms were eliminated, making
the database more specific. Two Perl scripts called falsepositive_eliminator.pl and
parser_falsepositive_eliminator.pl were used in this task. E-probe databases were
pairwise aligned with sequences available through the partially non-redundant nucleotide
collection (nr/nt) database (nt) from the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI), and any e-probe that aligned with an e-value score lower than 1x10–3 was
eliminated from the e-probe database. Higher e-values were not utilised to avoid the
elimination of excessive number of pathogen-specific e-probes. Parsing the hits and
matches from the previous alignments allowed to discriminate among alignments that
certainly belonged to the pathogen (using GI numbers) and alignments that showed
ambiguous (pathogen and third organism) alignments.
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Table 1

Target genome information used for the e-probe design of the four different
pathogens

Organism

GenBank ID

Near Neighbour

Length

Source

AAQX00000000.1

Phytophthora
infestants

66,652,401
bp

Full genome
scaffold
assembly

83921866392996738

Melampsora larici
populina

n/a

ESTs

Pythium
ultimum strain
DAOM BR144

ADOS00000000.1

Phytophthora
infestants

44,913,463
bp

Full genome
scaffold
assembly

Puccinia
graminis f. sp.
tritici CRL
75-36-700-3

AAWC00000000.1

Puccinia triticina

81,600,488
bp

Full genome
scaffold
assembly

Phytophthora
ramorum strain
Pr102
Phakopsora
pachyrhizi

The output of TOFI was a set of unique pathogen-specific e-probes that were used for
EDNA assessment. E-probes with varying lengths (40–200 nt) were re-evaluated against
MSSDs. The use of varying e-probe lengths was justified by the presence of varying read
lengths and randomisation of 454 pyrosequencing library fragments during DNA
fragmentation. The optimal e-probe sizes were identified for each species using a newly
developed criteria for scoring base pair matches when using EDNA.

2.3 EDNA scoring
MSSDs were subjected to analyses with EDNA using the “Cowboy” supercomputer at
Oklahoma State University. The EDNA work flow is demonstrated in Figure 1. Pairwise
sequence alignment was performed between e-probes and MSSDs using BLASTn
(Camacho et al., 2009). The presence of the pathogen was detected when the pathogenspecific e-probes and sequences in the MSSDs aligned (hits). An individual e-probe may
have multiple hits in a MSSD, so the term matches is used to describe the total number of
e-probes that have one or more hits in the BLASTn analysis. Hits with e-values equal or
less than 1x10–9 and percent identity 95% or higher were considered high score hits
(HSH) and were counted towards a positive match. An e-probe was considered highquality if it had multiple HSHs with MSSDs. Multiple high-quality HSHs resulted in a
positive match called a High Quality Match (HQM). The HQMs must have a coverage
depth of at least 4x in order to confirm the presence of the pathogen in the metagenome.
This coverage depth was considered reliable since the error rates of 454 pyrosequencing
yields have an insertion and deletion error rate of approximately 3.3%, and a substitution
error rate of 0.5% (Margulies et al., 2005). Even with a higher error rate, it has been
observed that consensus accuracies of 99.99% are achieved with a coverage depth of 4x
or more (Margulies et al., 2005). However, depending of the pathogen biology, genome
size and at high titers, coverage depths less than 4x may be sufficient for defining HQMs.
Negative control MSSDs did not contain any pathogen sequences and thus were not
expected to show any matches. In addition to negative control MSSDs, non-specific
e-probes were evaluated with positive MSSDs. Two types of non-specific e-probes were
generated, “decoy” e-probes and “shuffled” e-probes. Decoy e-probes were generated by
reversing the DNA sequence of pathogen specific e-probes, which should convert them
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into non-specific e-probes, but could match naturally occurring DNA inversions, found in
genetically variable populations of some fungi (Hane et al., 2011). Shuffled e-probes
were generated from pathogen specific e-probes with a Perl script that randomly shuffled
the nucleotide positions.
Figure 1

EDNA concept in vivo and in silico for the diagnosis of eukaryotic plant pathogens
In vivo

In silico
Pathogen genome +
Background genomes (Mock
Metagenome)

Plant sample
(Metagenome)

Simulation
(Metasim)

Sequencing

Positive

Sample sequencing
databases (SSD)

Mock Sample
sequencing databases
(SSD)

EDNA
analysis

EDNA
analysis

Negative

Positive

Negative

In Stobbe et al. (2013) positive and negative results were assessed using statistical
analysis where decoy e-probes were used as a negative control. The principle behind this
decoy test was to determine a BLASTn “background” level, based on the idea that any
comparison of two large sequence sets will result in occasional alignments. This method
was useful in providing a statistical level of confidence in a positive/negative call, but
even in limited testing it was apparent that different parameters were needed depending
on the class of pathogen. Therefore, in this study, decoy e-probes were mostly used to
look for the presence of inversions of specific chromosome areas in the four fungal and
oomycete plant pathogens.
False positive calls were positive EDNA calls in a MSSD that lacked pathogen reads.
True positive calls were positive EDNA calls when a MSSD contained target pathogen
reads. Also, true negative calls were negative EDNA calls when pathogen reads were not
present in a MSSDs. Finally, false negative calls were negative EDNA calls in MSSDs
that were known to contain pathogen reads.

2.4 Sensitivity and specificity analysis
Sensitivity and specificity tests were conducted to compare e-probe lengths to select the
optimal length and the limit of detection for each pathogen. These values were
determined based on EDNA’s effectiveness to detect the pathogen in MSSDs at different
pathogen read abundances using probes of different lengths.
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These tests assessed the reliability of the proposed detection/identification model.
TN
, where TN is the number of true
The specificity analysis formula was S p 
( FP  TN )
negative calls and FP is the number of false positive calls. The sensitivity analysis
TP
, where TP is the number of true positive calls and FN is
formula was S n 
(TP  FN )
the number of false negative calls.
For specificity and sensitivity analyses, the variable e-probe length and pathogen read
abundances were used as reference. Therefore, separate analyses were conducted for the
9 different e-probe lengths (40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, and 200 nt) as well as for
the different pathogen read abundances (High, Medium, Low and Very Low) in the
MSSDs (Table 2).
Table 2

Molecular parameters for the construction of MSSDs
454 reads

Read abundances

Pathogen reads

Host reads

Total Reads

High

15%–25%

85%-75%

10,000

Medium

5%–15%

95%-85%

10,000

Low
Very Low
Negative Control
Figure 2

0.5%–5%

99.5%-95%

10,000

0.01%–0.5%

99.99%-99.5%

10,000

0%

100%

10,000

Variation of the number of e-probes designed among pathogens and e-probe length
(see online version for colours)
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Results and discussion

3.1 E-probe design
E-probe length was a limiting factor for the number of e-probes designed. As the e-probe
length increases, the number of e-probes that the modified TOFI was able to design
decreased (Figure 3). The number of e-probes at each of the lengths varied among
different pathogens (Figure 3). Various parameters were measured to select the best eprobe length for pathogen detection, including sensitivity, specificity, and data
processing time. E-probes 40 nucleotides in length were produced on the scale of
hundreds of thousands for the fungal and oomycete pathogens studied. As e-probe length
increased, the likelihood of finding pathogen specific sequences decreased, resulting in
lower numbers of longer e-probes for all pathogens (Figure 3). The effect was more
dramatic for P. ramorum and P. pachyrhizi, where no e-probes were generated at lengths
greater than 160 nucleotides. The numbers of e-probes generated for these two pathogens
was similar to the other two pathogens (P. ultimum and P. graminis) at shorter lengths
(100 nucleotides and smaller), but notably fewer e-probes were generated for P.
pachyrhizi and P. ramorum at lengths of 120 nucleotides and above. This would be
expected for P. pachyrhizi, where the amount of available sequence used for e-probe
selection was limited due to the use of an EST library instead of a complete genome.
Expressed sequences are a small portion of a complete eukaryotic genome, and have the
added disadvantage of potential functional conservation, especially between near
neighbours. This is of particular interest in developing e-probe sets for eukaryotic plant
pathogens, as the availability of complete genomes is very limited, and e-probe design
will frequently rely on a limited number of expressed sequences. The reasons behind the
limited number of long e-probes for P. ramorum is not entirely clear, although it is likely
related to the closeness of near neighbours and/or genome size.
For all probe lengths, P. graminis generated the most e-probes. The genome sizes
related to the number of e-probes showed that 40nt e-probes used 23.92% of the total
genome for Puccinia graminis, similarly for P. ramorum only 19.86% of the genome was
utilised and for P. ultimum 22.46% (data not shown). When the e-probe size increased,
the portion of the genome used for the e-probe design decreased to a proportion between
2 and 3% (data not shown).

3.2 Mock sample sequencing database design
One hundred MSSDs were constructed for each of the four plant pathogens at each
pathogen read abundance (H, M, L and VL pathogen read abundances; Table 2). Each
MSSDs was comprised of 10,000 reads total, with the variable pathogen read
abundances. Each MSSD was constructed to simulate typical 454 settings producing 200
cycles with an average of 509 base pairs per read. In terms of sequencing errors, the
average substitution rate in MSSDs was zero while the average insertion rate was 2.29%
and the average deletion rate was 0.62%. Error values in MSSDs were in accordance
with sequencing errors reported for 454 pyrosequencing (Margulies et al., 2005).
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Relationship among e-probe length and sensitivity while using EDNA in four
eukaryotic plant pathogens and four different pathogen abundances combined
(see online version for colours)

3.3 Diagnostics with EDNA
Approximately 2,000 EDNA analyses were performed to provide a statistically valid
sample size of 454 pyrosequencing metagenome databases. All the pathogens were
detected at high, medium, and low read abundances. Very low read abundances produced
ambiguous results due to false positives while performing cross analyses with the other
three pathogens. In order to call a MSSD either positive or negative for a specific
pathogen, a HQM limit of detection needed to be determined (Table 3). The detection
limit (lowest HQM number to call a MSSDs positive for the presence of a pathogen) was
obtained by pairwise alignment of all the pathogen e-probes against all the MSSDs. Any
sample containing HQM equal or lower than HQM false positive limit were considered
negative (Table 3). The HQM False positive limit has been calculated based on 2,000
MSSDs subjected to EDNA analysis. Particularly for this case, negative controls were
used. The negative controls were MSSDs that contained no pathogen sequences on them
and had the same properties as the ones having the pathogen (400 negative controls
MSSDs in total). Although, the numbers of replicates were high, the HQM false positive
limit could vary depending on the total number of MSSD utilised for the analyses, as
well as for previous quality alignment consideration while eliminating non-pathogen
specific e-probes. However, the validity that gives that high number of replicates might
suggest considering this value a constant.
Although initially e-probes lengths of up to 200 nt were considered due to the large
reads that 454 pyrosequencing provides, e-probe length range was decreased because
sensitivity started to decrease at larger e-probe lengths (Figure 4). The use of large
numbers of e-probes was good for sensitivity, due to the subsequently larger number of
unique signatures available to detect each pathogen. However, such a large data set made
the computing process time consuming. Overall, e-probes 60 nt long provided optimal
sensitivity, specificity, and data processing time (Figure 4). E-probe database curation
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decreased the number of e-probes in low percentage. The final e-probes were considered
unique and were expected to detect the pathogen in a metagenome 454 sequencing
database.
Table 1

False positive High quality matches in four eukaryotic plant pathogens using EDNA:
Pha = P. pachyrhizi; Ram=P. ramorum
HQM False Pos.
Limit

Organism w/
ambiguities

Phytophthora ramorum strain Pr102 (Ram)

25

Pha

Phakopsora pachyrhizi (Pha)

100

Ram

Pythium ultimum DAOM BR144 (Ult)

5

Ram

Puccinia graminis f. sp. tritici CRL 75-36-700-3 (Puc)

1

Ram

Organism

Figure 4

Relationship among e-probe length and specificity while using EDNA as a diagnostic
tool in four eukaryotic plant pathogens with four different pathogen abundances (see
online version for colours)

The HQM false positive limit (twilight zone) is a variable value that was adjusted
depending on sensitivity and specificity yields. Therefore, for each pathogen, different
twilight zones were calculated. The reason for this was that e-probes and the EDNA
approach could contain false positive HQMs that were considered noise, likewise in
real-time qPCR the user has to learn to distinguish noise fluorescence from DNA
amplification fluorescence. For qPCR there is software to automatise that task.
Specifically for EDNA it doesn’t have to be automatised unless various users need to
design e-probes and validate their results.
An equation that includes HQM and HQM false positive limit (FPHQM) (Table 3)
permits a more user friendly diagnostic call (C).
C

HQM
FPHQM
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In the equation, if C is higher than 1, the MSSD is considered to be positive, conversely,
if C is equal or lower than 1, the pathogen is considered to be absent in the SSD.
The sensitivity of EDNA decreased while e-probe length increased (Figures 3–4).
This phenomenon may be attributed to the number of e-probes contained in each
database. Since the number of e-probes decreases when the e-probe length increases, the
feasibility to detect the pathogen decreases tremendously. Therefore, high sensitivity
values are restricted mostly to e-probes with lengths of either 40 nt or 60 nt. On the other
hand, specificity of the diagnostic tool varied between 71.29% and 100% (Figures 3–4).
The specificity of the test did not decrease prominently since the e-probes were meant to
be very specific for each of the four plant pathogens. However, the best e-probe lengths
having acceptable specificity were between 40 and 100 nt e-probe lengths. In order to
select a diagnostic tool, both specificity and sensitivity must be considered. In this case,
e-probes 60 nt long had the highest combined values of sensitivity and specificity for the
four pathogens.

4

Conclusions

EDNA was a reliable system to detect fungal and oomycete plant pathogens in a stream
of DNA sequences like 454 pyrosequencing output databases. It detected eukaryotic
plant pathogens with high sensitivity and specificity when utilising e-probe lengths
between 40 and 60 nt at high, medium, and low pathogen read abundance. At very low
pathogen read abundance detection was unreliable. However, specificity was maintained
at 100% even at very low pathogen abundance. Conclusively, the randomness of NGS
when sequencing large metagenomes played an important role in sensitivity of EDNA.
The likelihood of pathogen specific reads to be found in a metagenome decreased as the
metagenome was larger and the pathogen titer was lower. On the other hand, specificity
was not database dependent, and EDNA as a diagnostic tool maintained a high specificity
thanks to the highly specific e-probes designed. Various bioinformatics filters allowed
keeping only pathogen specific e-probes in our databases. All these factors influenced the
pathogen detection using EDNA. The sensitivity of EDNA reduced as the length of eprobes increased and as the abundance of pathogen reads reduced in MSSDs.
MSSDs that contained 10,000 total reads were used in this study although 454
pyrosequencing (Roche GS Junior) is capable of sequencing approximately 150,000
reads in one single run. The objective of using lower number of total reads was to
demonstrate that the pathogens could be detected if approximately 15 barcoded samples
were analysed in a single 454 pyrosequencing run. Eventually, NGS will become cheaper
and there will be no need of barcoding samples.
Although, EDNA could be compared with bioinformatics tools that were developed
principally to identify organisms in NGS output databases like Metaphlan and MEGAN
(Huson et al., 2011; Segata et al., 2012), our tool offers the assurance of the pathogen
presence in the database, while other tools only provide the number of reads belonging to
the target organisms (Huson et al., 2011). EDNA uses specific signatures of the pathogen
and can realistically decide whether the pathogen is present or not in the original sample.
To our knowledge, there are no studies where the detection of specific fungal or
oomycete plant pathogens was validated using NGS output databases, this fact makes
EDNA the pioneer in the utilisation of NGS data for detection of eukaryotic plant
pathogens.
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